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Abstract
It has become increasingly evident that human motor circuits are active during speech
perception. However, the conditions under which the motor system modulates speech
perception are not clear. Two prominent accounts make distinct predictions for how
listening to speech engages speech motor representations. The first account suggests that
the motor system is most strongly activated when observing familiar actions (Pickering
and Garrod, 2013). Conversely, Wilson and Knoblich’s account asserts that motor
excitability is greatest when observing less familiar, ambiguous actions (Wilson and
Knoblich, 2005). We investigated these predictions using transcranial magnetic
stimulation (TMS). Stimulation of the lip and hand representations in the left primary
motor cortex elicited motor evoked potentials (MEPs) indexing the excitability of the
underlying motor representation. MEPs for lip, but not for hand, were larger during
perception of distorted speech produced using a tongue depressor, relative to naturally
produced speech. Additional somatotopic facilitation yielded significantly larger MEPs
during perception of lip-articulated distorted speech sounds relative to distorted tonguearticulated sounds. Critically, there was a positive correlation between MEP size and the
perception of distorted speech sounds. These findings were consistent with predictions
made by Wilson & Knoblich (Wilson and Knoblich, 2005), and provide direct evidence
of increased motor excitability when speech perception is difficult.

Key words: Speech perception, motor cortex, transcranial magnetic stimulation, motor
evoked potentials.
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1. Introduction

Human listeners are adept at perceiving speech in a variety of listening conditions, which
can differ widely in the difficulty they pose to the listener. Indeed, most of us will have
engaged in a conversation affected by a poor telephone connection, an unfamiliar speech
style, or a distracting discussion taking place nearby, but despite such limitations we
remain remarkably good at extracting the meaning from our interlocutor’s speech. It is
surprising, therefore, that the neural architecture underlying this success remains little
understood. Current models outlining the neural organization of speech processing
(Hickok and Poeppel, 2007; Rauschecker and Scott, 2009) propose that the locus of
intelligible speech understanding is the temporal lobe within the ventral stream of speech
processing. However, the neural pathway of the ventral stream differs in these two
models; Rauschecker & Scott suggest that speech processing has its center of gravity in left
anterior STS (Superior Temporal Sulcus), while Hickok & Poeppel propose that recognising
intelligible speech is bilaterally organized and located both anteriorly and posteriorly to
Heschl's Gyrus. Both models also feature a dorsal stream, which is thought to translate
acoustic speech signals into articulatory representations for speech production, though the
models also posit differences in the integration of dorsal stream function (for details see
Hickok and Poeppel 2007; Rauschecker and Scott 2009, and Turkeltaub and Coslett 2010;
Adank et al. 2012 for more in-depth reviews).

Evidence suggests that temporal areas in the ventral stream form part of a functional
hierarchy for speech processing, where primary auditory cortex is sensitive to the
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acoustic features of speech, but higher-order temporal, and frontal, sites (middle and
superior temporal gyri, left inferior frontal gyrus) are sensitive to the intelligibility of
speech, but insensitive to the acoustic form of the stimuli (Davis and Johnsrude, 2003).
Accordingly, it has been demonstrated that when listening to speech in challenging
conditions, activity increases in peri-auditory and frontal regions relative to when
listening to intelligible speech, and it is thought that such activity may support processing
in primary auditory areas and help compensate for the acoustic distortion (Davis and
Johnsrude, 2007, 2003; Shahin et al., 2009; Wild et al., 2012a). Concurrently, Wild and
colleagues (Wild et al., 2012b) have recently shown that motor regions and left inferior
frontal gyrus exhibit elevated responses when attending to degraded speech in the
presence of auditory distractors. As such, it is becoming increasingly apparent that speech
perception may also involve areas beyond those classic temporal sites already identified.
In particular, recent years have seen renewed interest in the idea that cortical motor
systems involved in producing speech may also contribute to perceiving it. Originally
proposed by Lieberman (Liberman and Mattingly, 1985; Liberman et al., 1967), the
Motor Theory of Speech Perception was roundly criticized for its claim that motor cortex,
rather than auditory cortex, was the key site for speech comprehension (Diehl et al.,
2004; Jusczyk et al., 1981; Scott et al., 2009). Nonetheless, accumulating evidence from
Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation studies (TMS) suggests that regions of primary motor
cortex (M1), important for accurate control of articulatory gestures, activate during
speech comprehension, and are also involved in the precise categorization of complex
acoustic signals (D’Ausilio et al. 2009; Möttönen and Watkins 2009; Sato et al. 2010).
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These TMS findings resonate with functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) observations
of motor cortex activation during speech perception (Osnes et al. 2011; Hervais-Adelman et al.
2012; Szenkovits et al., 2012). Furthermore, this activation is modulated in a somatotopic

way, whereby speech articulators in left motor cortex are more responsive when listening
to speech produced using the same articulator, compared to when listening to speech
produced using a different articulator. Indeed, Fadiga and colleagues (Fadiga et al., 2002)
demonstrated that passively listening to words that involve tongue articulation results in
the automatic facilitation of the tongue region in primary motor cortex. Such facilitation
does not result in overt movement generation, but can be observed as changes in the
potentiation of the tongue muscle resulting from increased corticobulbar excitation.
The precise contribution of this observed motor activation, however, is under active
debate, and the field is still divided in opinion as to whether the articulatory motor system
is essential for speech comprehension. What has been acknowledged is that the motor
system may have a modulatory influence on perceptual systems (Hickok et al., 2011).
However, the conditions under which the motor system has cause to modulate audition
are not clear. Evidence from fMRI argues for a preferential engagement of the motor
system when listening to speech that is difficult to understand. In a recent study, Du and
colleagues (Du et al., 2014) tested the hypothesis that motor activation contributes to
categorical speech perception under adverse, but not quiet, listening conditions. The
authors observed a negative correlation between neural activity and perceptual accuracy
in left premotor cortex, which contributed to phoneme categorization specifically at
moderate-to-adverse signal-to-noise ratios. Using TMS and a highly similar phoneme
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categorization tasks to assess categorical perception, Möttönen and Watkins (Möttönen
and Watkins, 2009) demonstrated that primary motor cortex makes a significant
contribution to phoneme judgments in quiet listening conditions, though specifically at
the ambiguous phonetic category boundary. As such, evidence corroborating the
activation of motor processes during speech perception is compelling, but our
understanding of the listening conditions that preferentially engage the speech motor
system is uncertain.
One prominent interpretation of motor activation during perception is provided by
motor simulation accounts (Pickering and Garrod, 2013a; Wilson and Knoblich, 2005).
These accounts posit that perception of another person’s actions results in activation of
the corresponding motor plan in the perceiver, leading to covert motor simulation.
Although motor simulation accounts are not based specifically on speech, speech
production is a form of motor activity and thus these accounts are equally relevant to the
processing of speech actions. Under this account, the articulatory plans stored in the
speech motor system for production are automatically activated during speech perception,
although this activation does not result in overt articulation due to presumed suppression
of activity in the subcortical motor system (Baldissera et al., 2001). These motor plans
are then used to inform forward models of upcoming articulatory gestures in the
incoming speech stream.
However, two different forms of the motor simulation account make dissociable
predictions about how the perceiver’s motor activity is modulated during action
perception. The first proposes greater motor involvement when the observer is familiar
6

with the perceived action (Pickering and Garrod, 2013a), for instance when observing
actions that the observer can also perform or easily understand. Indeed, Calvo-Merino
and colleagues (Calvo-Merino et al., 2005)

found greater bilateral activation in motor

areas when expert dancers viewed movements that they had been trained to perform
compared to movements they had not, indicating that the action-observation system
integrates observed actions with the motor repertoire of the observer. In line with this
possibility, Swaminathan and colleagues (Swaminathan et al., 2013) found that when
subjects observed visual speech movements from a known language, motor excitability in
the lip area of M1 was higher than when subjects observed speech movements from an
unknown language. The authors interpreted these results to suggest that activity in
articulatory motor cortex is enhanced when perceiving speech movements that the
perceiver is already experienced in producing and perceiving themselves. Similarly,
Bartoli and colleagues observed that the effect of TMS to speech motor areas was related
to the listener-speaker perceived acoustic distance, such that response times were
facilitated for smaller acoustic distances (Bartoli et al., 2015). By this account, activity in
M1 speech areas should be greatest when listening to familiar, natural speech, relative to
less familiar, motor-perturbed distorted speech, which is difficult to understand,
suggesting somatotopic differences would also be most distinct during perception of
natural, unperturbed, speech. Under this account, comprehension of degraded/perturbed
speech is assumed to be subserved by increased utilization of auditory, but not motor,
resources (Pickering and Garrod, 2013a). Notably, Pickering and Garrod also claim that
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motor simulation and prediction-by-association, driven by co-occurrence in the auditory
input, can also be combined.
In contrast to this view, the second account claims that the motor system is most
strongly activated when perception is challenging, predicting greater involvement of M1
speech areas under difficult listening conditions (Wilson and Knoblich, 2005). Under this
account, although challenging perceptual conditions would catalyse greater motor
activation, the success of the resultant predictive signaling would depend on the degree of
similarity between what the observer can perform motorically, and what is being
perceived. In turn, this would suggest that articulator-specific effects would be maximally

dissociable in terms of M1-activation when listening is difficult. Indeed, TMS in
combination with motor evoked potentials (MEPs) has been found to suggest increased
motor processing when perceiving spoken sentences in noise (Murakami et al., 2011),
although importantly the effect of speech-internal distortion, and somatotopic
responsiveness, are unknown. In addition, it has also been shown that TMS to motor
areas can significantly affect accuracy (Meister et al., 2007) and response times for
speech stimuli in noise (D’Ausilio et al., 2009), but not for speech presented without
noise (D’Ausilio et al., 2012). These data support the latter version of the simulation
account, and suggest that speech motor activity may be necessary when comprehending
speech that is degraded.
In the present study, we aimed to disambiguate between these two accounts by
using TMS to elicit a direct measure of motor excitability during speech perception. To
this end, motor evoked potentials (MEPs) were elicited during perception of natural
8

speech, and speech distorted via a lip and tongue-perturbation during production.
Stimulation was thus used to probe the excitability of M1 lip muscle representation to
determine whether activation was greater when listening to normal versus distorted
speech sounds. In addition, by using speech sounds with two different places of
articulation, we tested whether somatotopic facilitation enhanced MEPs in line with
predictions made by motor simulation accounts. Lastly, we explored the relationship
between individual ability in perceiving distorted speech and motor system activity, to
assess the extent to which motor activity is associated with listening performance.

2. Methods
2.1 Subjects
Eighteen subjects took part in this study (six males; average age: 23 years 9
months (± SD 3.5 months); age range: 19–30 years). However, data from two subjects
were excluded from the analysis; one due to MEP variability and one due to hand MEPs
that exceeded 2 SDs from the overall group mean. All subjects were monolingual, native
speakers of British English, with normal language function and hearing. Pure-tone
audiometric hearing thresholds were established using a diagnostic audiometer (AD229b,
Interacoustic A/S, Denmark) in accordance with The British Society of Audiology
Recommended Procedure (The British Society of Audiology, 2011), across 500, 1000,
2000 and 4000 Hz, bilaterally. All subjects had normal thresholds (≤20 dB HL) and
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presented no TMS contraindications as assessed by the University College London TMS
safety screening form. Subjects did not report any neurologic/psychiatric disease, or that
they were under the effect of neuroactive drugs. All subjects had a minimum high schoollevel education, with the majority currently studying at University level. Experiments
were undertaken with the understanding and written consent of each subject, according to
Research Ethics Board of University College London.

2.2 Experimental design
All subjects received two blocks of single-pulse TMS to the lip area of M1 in the
left hemisphere, as well as two blocks of TMS to the hand area of left M1 as a control
site, whilst listening to speech which was either naturally-articulated or distorted (Figure
1). The hand area was chosen as a control site due to its close proximity on the cerebral
cortex to M1 lip area, and because previous literature has demonstrated that speech
manipulations do not affect hand muscle potentiation (Möttönen and Watkins, 2009;
Watkins et al., 2003). At the same time as receiving TMS, subjects were presented with
speech stimuli in the following conditions:
(1) Natural Speech: listening to normally articulated vowel-consonant-vowel (VCV)
syllables produced in a natural manner, which contained an equal distribution of lip(/apa/, /aba/) or tongue-articulated (/ata/, /ada/) consonants.
(2) Distorted Speech: listening to motor-distorted VCV syllables obtained by using a
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tongue depressor, which obstructed movement of the lips and tongue. Equal numbers of
tongue- and lip-articulated stimuli were also used. The tongue depressor was a flat
wooden spatula with rounded ends, and was five inches long and one inch wide.
The order of TMS sites and experimental conditions were counterbalanced
across participants. During the TMS, subjects were instructed to listen passively to the
speech stimuli. After the TMS session, subjects also completed a short identification task
to assess their ability to correctly identify the consonant in the distorted VCV syllables.

Figure 1. Experimental design. The order in which the M1 lip and hand TMS sites were
stimulated and speech types were presented was counter-balanced across subjects. The
speech identification task was always completed after the TMS sessions.

Notably, the use of a tongue depressor was intended to impair perception of both
tongue-, and lip-articulated sounds due to the tongue depressor restricting both the tongue
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and lower lip movement. A tongue depressor was specifically chosen so as to introduce a
motor-based distortion into the speech signal, as opposed to an auditory distortion, to
relate the speech perception challenge to a speech production difficulty. In a separate pretest using a different set of subjects, we found that tongue-depressed speech could be
identified above chance level (average = 50.8% correct; chance = 25%). Subjects were
much less accurate and much slower to respond to the distorted speech compared to the
normally articulated, natural speech produced by the same speaker, for which accuracy
was at ceiling (see Supplementary Materials for further details of the pre-test). We also
found that perception (measured using accuracy and response time) of distorted lip- and
distorted tongue-articulated sounds were equally affected by the tongue-depressor
manipulation (see Supplementary Materials).

2.3 Speech stimuli
All natural and distorted speech stimuli were recorded by a twenty-seven year old
female British English speaker in a sound-attenuated room. Both stimulus types were
produced to be approximately the same duration (mean 975.25 ms) but were not
synthetically manipulated to be precisely the same length. Stimuli varied by a standard
deviation 60.77 ms. Audio digitizing was performed at 44.1 kHz with 16 bits. All
syllables were root-mean-square normalized offline using Praat (Boersma, 2001), and
then presented using Matlab (R2013a; The Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA) through ultra-
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shielded insert earphones (ER-3A; Etymotic Research, Inc., IL), at a comfortable level of
approximately 65 dB SPL. For each subject, in each condition, a stimulus list containing
five occurrences of /apa/, /aba/, /ata/ and /ada/ stimuli was randomly permuted, and
stimuli were presented according to this order for six blocks without cessation. The same
stimuli were used for each subject but presented in a different order. This yielded 120
stimulus trials (30 /apa/, 30 /aba/, 30 /ata/ and 30 /ada/ stimuli) for each speech condition
(natural and distorted), at each TMS site (lip, hand), resulting in the presentation of 480
stimuli altogether during the TMS session.

2.4 Speech identification task
At the end of the experiment, subjects completed a speech identification task to
assess their ability to perceive the distorted speech stimuli. This task was presented on
Matlab using custom-written software. Subjects were asked to listen carefully to the
distorted speech sounds and to identify the consonant in the middle of the sound as either
a ‘p’, ‘b’ ‘t’ or ‘d’ using a key press, as quickly as possible without compromising
accuracy. After the stimulus had finished playing, subjects were prompted with a visual
cue to enter their response. Subjects were given up to 2000 ms from the onset of the
stimulus to make their response, after which the program would present the subsequent
trial. Failure to respond during this time period would result in a null response for that
particular trial.
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2.5 Transcranial magnetic stimulation
Monophasic TMS pulses were generated by a Magstim 2002 unit and delivered by
a 70mm diameter figure-eight coil, connected through a BiStim2 module (Magstim,
Dyfed, UK). The coil was placed tangential to the skull such that the induced current
flowed from posterior to anterior under the junction of the two wings of the figure-eight
coil. The lip area and hand area of M1 were found by using the functional ‘hot spot’
localization method, whereby application of TMS elicits an MEP from the contralateral
muscle. Here, the coil position and orientation is adjusted in millimeter movements to
ascertain the location on the motor cortex at which the most robust MEPs are elicited.
This location was then marked on a cap and active motor threshold (aMT) determined,
which constitutes the intensity at which TMS pulses elicited 5 out of 10 MEPs with an
amplitude of at least 50 μV (Rossini et al., 1994; Watkins et al. 2003). In this way, we
first located the hand area (and associated hand aMT if TMS was to be applied to this site
first), and then by moving the coil ventrally and slightly anterior until an MEP was
observed in the contralateral lip muscle, identified the lip area ‘hot spot’ and its aMT.
The intensity of the stimulator was then set to 120% of each area’s respective aMT for
the stimulations applied during the experiment. The mean stimulator intensity (120%
aMT ± SEM) used to elicit lip MEPs in the TMS experiment was 50.6% (±1.9), and
46.4% (±2.0) for hand MEPs. During the presentation of each speech stimulus, Matlab
was used to externally trigger the TMS system, which generated a TMS pulse 100 ms
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after the onset of the consonant in each stimulus type. All 120 speech stimuli were
accompanied by a TMS pulse; therefore, there were no no-TMS trials. There was a 3000
ms inter-stimulus delay between all auditory stimuli and an inter-stimulation delay of
between 4500-5000 ms, which included the length of the auditory stimuli as well as the
inter-stimulus delay time in between presentations of consecutive auditory stimuli. TMS
blocks lasted for approximately 9-10 minutes. Participants were given short breaks in
between TMS blocks, during which time the coil was changed to prevent over-heating.

2.6 Electromyography
Electromyographic (EMG) activity was recorded from lip and hand areas using
surface electrodes (Ag/AgCl; 10-mm diameter) in a non-Faraday caged, double-walled
sound-attenuating booth. For the lips, electrodes were attached to the orbicularis oris on
the right side of the mouth in a bipolar montage, with an electrode placed at the right
temple serving as a common ground. To stabilize background EMG activity, subjects
were trained for approximately 5 minutes to produce a constant level of contraction
(approximately 20% of maximum voluntary contraction) of the lip muscles by pursing,
which was verified via visual feedback of the ongoing EMG signal. For the recording of
hand EMG, electrodes were attached in a tendon-belly montage with the active electrode
placed on the right first dorsal interosseus, the reference electrode on the tendon of the
same muscle, and a ground electrode on the wrist. Subjects were also trained to maintain
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a constant level of contraction of this muscle during the experimental recordings.
Contraction of the lip and hand muscles also facilitates a lower motor threshold relative
to when the muscle is at rest, enabling the use of lower levels of stimulation during the
experiment. The raw EMG signal was amplified by a factor of 1000, band-pass filtered
between 100–2000 Hz, and sampled at 5000 Hz online using a 1902 amplifier
(Cambridge Electronic Design, Cambridge), and analog-to-digital converted using a
Micro1401-3 unit (Cambridge Electronic Design, Cambridge). Continuous data were
acquired and recorded using Spike2 software (version 8, Cambridge Electronic Design,
Cambridge).

2.7 Data analysis
For the TMS data, Individual EMG sweeps starting 40 ms before the TMS pulse
and ending 40 ms post-stimulation were exported offline from the recording software into
Matlab, where mean MEPs were calculated for each TMS site, speech type, and lip or
tongue sound combination, in each subject. Individual averages were rectified and the
integrated area under the curve (AUC) of the rectified EMG signal of each individual
mean MEP was calculated. For lip MEPs, AUC was computed from 8-35 ms, and for
hand MEPs 13-40 ms, post-TMS. An earlier window was used for the lip AUC
calculations due to the earlier onset latencies for lip MEPs compared to hand. The
average height of the pre-TMS baseline EMG activity was also computed 10 ms before
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the TMS, and no significant differences were observed between levels of baseline activity
between conditions (Lip t(15) = 0.45, p = 0.7 [mean AUC in the natural condition was
0.16 mV·ms (S.D. 0.06), and 0.17 mV·ms (S.D. 0.06) in the distorted condition]; Hand:
t(15) = -0.10, p = 0.9 [mean AUC in the natural condition was 0.23 mV·ms (S.D. 0.07),
and 0.23 mV·ms (S.D. 0.07) in the distorted condition]). The overall mean and standard
deviations of the AUC across conditions was also calculated in hand and lip MEPs
separately. As expected, lip MEPs had lower amplitudes than hand MEPs, thus to enable
comparison, the AUC for each condition was standardized to the overall mean of MEPs
averaged across each TMS site, yielding a z-score for each condition.
To assess speech identification ability on the distorted speech task, percent correct
identification performance was calculated. For peripheral hearing sensitivity, pure-tone
average (PTA) audiometric thresholds were computed across all frequencies measured
(500, 1000, 2000 and 4000 Hz) for each ear. The better ear PTA was used in further
analyses, and was defined as the ear with the lower PTA (lower PTAs indicate more
sensitive peripheral hearing). Raw hearing threshold data were unavailable for two
subjects, so these data points were replaced with the mean.
Statistical analyses were carried out using SPSS (version 22.0, IBM). A three-way
repeated measures analysis of variance (RM ANOVA) was conducted on the MEP zscores, with TMS Site (Hand, Lip), Speech Type (Natural, Distorted), and Articulator
(Tongue, Lip), as within-subjects factors. Additional two-way RM ANOVAs were
conducted separately for Lip and Hand data, with Speech Type and Articulator as within-
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subjects factors. Two-tailed paired t-tests and Pearson’s correlations were also conducted
where appropriate.

3. Results

3.1 Effect of natural and motor-distorted speech on MEPs elicited during speech
perception
This experiment used TMS to elicit MEPs to test how different types of speech
modulate the reactivity of the motor system during speech perception. Figure 2 shows the
grand average lip (Figure 2A) and hand (Figure 2B) MEPs elicited during perception of
natural (grey) and distorted speech (black). A visible amplitude difference can be
observed between grand average lip MEPs, where the distorted average contains both
higher peaks and lower troughs in the MEP complex, indicating greater peak-to-peak
amplitude. The hand data do not show any consistent, discernible differences.
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Figure 2. Grand average lip (A) and hand (B) MEPs elicited during perception of natural
speech (grey line) and distorted speech (black line) ± SEM (grey and black shading,
respectively).
The difference in lip MEP size as a function of speech type was also reflected in
the standardized MEP AUC z-scores (Figure 3A). Here, average AUC z-scores for lip
MEPs in the distorted speech condition were greater than those in the natural condition
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(Figure 3A). The greatest AUC scores were observed for MEPs elicited during perception
of distorted speech articulated by the lips. No differences between speech type or
articulator were evident in the hand data (Figure 3B). These observations were confirmed
by a three-way RM ANOVA, which indicated a significant three-way TMS site x speech
type x articulator interaction (F(1,15) = 9.77; p = 0.007; η2 = 0.39), suggesting that the
effect of speech type on lip MEPs, but not hand MEPs, was further modulated by
articulator. There was also a significant main effect of speech type (F(1,15) = 4.96, p =
0.046; η2 = 0.25). All other main effects and interactions were non-significant (TMS site:
F(1,15) = 0.00, p = 1.00; articulator: F(1,15) = 2.50, p = 0.14; TMS site x speech type:
F(1,15) = 3.81, p = 0.07; TMS site x articulator: F(1,15) = 0.01, p = 0.95; speech type x
articulator: F(1,15) = 0.34, p = 0.57).
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Figure 3. Mean standardized AUC ± SEM of MEPs measured from the lip (A) and hand
sites (B), during the perception of natural and distorted speech articulated by the either
the tongue or lips.
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To explore the three-way interaction, two two-way RM ANOVAs were conducted
for the lip data and the hand control data separately. For the lip data, there was a
significant main effect of speech type (F(1,15) = 9.25; p = 0.008; η2 = 0.38) indicating
that lip MEPs were significantly larger for distorted relative to natural speech. In
addition, a significant interaction between speech type and articulator (F(1,15) = 4.73; p
= 0.046; η2 = 0.24) indicated that this effect was greatest for lip-articulated speech sounds,
and less strong for tongue-articulated stimuli. In contrast, there was no significant main
effects or interaction present for the hand data (speech type x articulator: F(1,15) = 1.96,
p = 0.18; speech type: F(1,15) = 0.11, p = 0.75; articulator: F(1,15) = 1.14, p = 0.30).
These results suggest that speech type had no effect on hand control data, but did have a
significant effect on lip MEP size, the size of which effect varied as a function of
articulator. This confirmed the observation of greater lip MEPs during perception of
distorted speech, as seen in Figures 2A and 3A.
The significant two-way interaction observed for the lip MEP data indicated that
articulator modulated the extent of the effect of speech type. To assess this relationship,
two-tailed paired t-tests were conducted to test the difference in MEP size during
perception of natural speech articulated by the lips or tongue, and between MEPs
recorded during perception of distorted speech articulated by the lips or tongue. There
was no significant effect of articulator on MEPs during perception of natural speech
(t(16) = 0.83; p = 0.42; Cohen’s d = 0.20). However, for distorted speech, MEPs elicited
during perception of lip and tongue articulated sounds were significantly different (t(16)
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= -2.29; p = 0.037; Cohen’s d = 0.58), such that MEPs to lip sounds were significantly
greater than for tongue sounds (0.34 mV·ms, SD = 0.59).

3.2 Relationship between motor activation and the ability to perceive distorted
speech
To assess the relationship between identification of distorted speech and levels of
activity in the motor system during speech perception, we tested subjects’ identification
of distorted speech sounds at the end of the experiment (see Methods section 2.1).
Identification scores ranged from 20% to 80% correct (chance performance = 25%) and
subjects were able to correctly identify 47.5 % (SD = 19.6) of stimuli on average
(average identification of individual syllables: /aba/ = 52.5 ± 33.4, /ada/ = 42.5 ± 27.0,
/apa/ = 45.0 ± 23.4, /ata/ 48.1 ± 28.6). Figure 4 shows the relationship between lip motor
activation during natural and distorted speech perception, and identification accuracy of
distorted stimuli. Here, we collapsed across both stimulus types as behavioural data
obtained in the pre-test suggested that both stimulus types were perceived with equal
difficulty (see Supplementary Material for further details). We found that subjects who
were better at identifying the distorted stimuli also had greater lip MEPs (Figure 4A and
B). Pearson’s correlations confirmed this relationship was significant both for MEPs
recorded from the lips during perception of natural speech (r(16) = .65, p = 0.007; Figure
3A), and for lip MEPs recorded during perception of distorted speech (r(16) = .72, p =
0.002; Figure 3B). Notably, the same association was not observed between speech
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perception skills and hand MEPs (natural speech: r(16) = -.10, p = 0.71; distorted speech:
r(16) = .02, p = .95), confirming that the relationship is specific to the lip representation.
To assess the extent of motor system facilitation during distorted speech
perception, we computed the MEP AUC difference score. This score represents the
increase in motor activation from natural to distorted speech perception conditions, and is
derived by subtracting MEPs recorded during the natural speech perception condition
from MEPs recorded during distorted speech perception. Greater scores represent a larger
difference between MEP areas in the natural and distorted perception conditions,
indicating greater motor facilitation under distorted speech perception, and lower scores
vice versa. A negative score would indicate that subjects demonstrated greater MEPs
during perception of natural speech compared to MEPs recorded during distorted speech
perception. These difference scores are represented along the x-axis of Figure 4C, from
which it can be observed that the majority (n=13) of subjects demonstrated a greater
amount of motor system activity when perceiving distorted speech relative to perceiving
natural speech. Here, it can also be observed that subjects who demonstrated greater
amounts of facilitation also had higher distorted speech identification scores (r(16) = .53,
p = 0.035; Figure 4C).
It is possible, however, that the relationship between speech identification
performance and level of motor cortex activation may be mediated by a third variable,
such as listeners’ hearing sensitivity. This was measured using PTA at the start of the
experiment to ensure all subjects were normally hearing (see Methods section 2.1). PTAs
for listeners’ best ear ranged from -5 to 18.75 dB HL (mean: 2.7 dB HL, S.D. 5.7). Partial
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correlations, controlling for the effect of PTA threshold for the best ear, indicated that
unique variance remained between speech identification scores and MEPs elicited during
perception of natural (r(13) = .59, p = 0.022) and distorted speech (r(13) = .66, p =
0.008), but after eliminating the influence of the hearing threshold, the relationship
between speech perception and the MEP difference score was no longer significant (r(13)
= .42, p = .12). These data suggest that individuals who show greater increases in motor
activation during perception of distorted speech compared to when perceiving natural
speech (heightened facilitation), are better at identifying distorted speech sounds, but that
this relationship reflects a shared dependency of both variables upon peripheral hearing
sensitivity.
To directly test possible relationships between individual MEP difference scores
and PTAs, and speech perception scores and PTAs, additional correlations were performed.
This confirmed a significant positive association between MEP difference scores and PTA
(r(16) = .54, p = .03; Figure 4D). The relationship between PTA and speech perception was
not significant (r(16) = .37, p = .15). The positive correlation between the MEP difference
score and PTA suggests that individuals with higher PTAs, indicative of less sensitive
hearing, demonstrate greater motor facilitation when listening to distorted speech relative
to clear speech, whereas listeners with good hearing (lower PTAs) demonstrate less
facilitation.
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Figure 4. Scatterplots demonstrating relationship between identification accuracy of
distorted speech stimuli, and (A) lip MEP area during perception of natural speech, (B)
lip MEP area during perception of distorted speech, and (C) the difference in MEP area
when MEPs recorded during perception of natural speech were subtracted from MEPs
recorded during perception of distorted speech (difference score), and (D) relationship
between hearing threshold and MEP difference score.
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4. Discussion
This study aimed to disambiguate between two competing action simulation
accounts to assess how listening to different types of speech actions engages the motor
system during speech perception (Pickering and Garrod, 2013a; Wilson and Knoblich,
2005). To this end, MEPs from M1 lip and hand areas were measured in response to
distorted speech sounds produced using a motor perturbation during speech production,
and normal, naturally articulated speech sounds, articulated using either the lip or tongue
articulators. Our results demonstrate that (1) MEPs from lip muscles were larger in
response to distorted speech sounds compared to natural speech; (2) MEPs were further
facilitated somatotopically such that MEPs recorded during perception of distorted lip
sounds were larger than for distorted tongue sounds; and (3) the extent of excitation in
the speech motor system during speech perception was functionally related to
identification accuracy of the distorted speech stimuli. MEPs recorded from M1 hand
were not modulated by any dimension of the speech stimuli, in line with previous studies
that have shown that speech modulates excitability of the motor representation of the lip
specifically (Möttönen and Watkins, 2009; Swaminathan et al., 2013). Our finding of
increased motor excitability during perception of distorted relative to natural speech is
consistent with predictions made by Wilson & Knoblich (Wilson and Knoblich, 2005),
who propose that activity in motor areas is maximal when perception is challenging, and
complements and extends previous findings from Murakami and colleagues (Murakami
et al., 2011).This contrasts with Pickering and Garrod’s (Pickering and Garrod, 2013a)
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integrated account of perception and production, which postulates that motor activity is
greatest when the observer is more familiar with the perceived action (for further detail
about simulation accounts and their distinctions, see Pickering and Garrod 2013b).
Increased excitability during perception of distorted compared to natural speech is also
consistent with non-speech action observation data, where action observation appears to
catalyse simulative mapping of observed actions in cortical motor areas (Keysers and
Gazzola, 2006).
In addition, the presence of somatotopic facilitation during distorted speech
perception also corroborates Wilson & Knoblich’s (Wilson and Knoblich 2005)
hypothesis. Under their account, articulator-specific effects would be maximally
dissociable when listening is difficult, and not during perception of clear speech. This
somatotopic finding also provides further support to the view that motor representations
of articulators activate during speech perception in an articulatory feature-specific
manner (D’Ausilio et al., 2009; Fadiga et al., 2002). Specifically, our data are consistent
with previous demonstrations of motor somatotopy in noise (D’Ausilio et al., 2012), and
provide novel neurophysiological evidence of this phenomenon. Based on the current
data, it does not appear that, at the level of lip muscle potentiation, somatotopic
facilitation is evident during natural speech perception. This contrasts with previous
findings that have shown somatotopic TMS effects reflected in differences in behavioural
performance when using non-distorted speech (Bartoli et al., 2015; Möttönen and
Watkins, 2009). The high degree of stimulus predictability and certainty, and/or lack of
an active listening task to moderate stimulus engagement may have resulted in the
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absence of somatotopic effects during perception of natural speech, and modulation of
the motor system more generally (Hickok et al., 2011; Möttönen and Watkins, 2009; Sato
et al., 2009).
Nonetheless, our findings reflect the possibility that speech motor activation can
occur at two levels of specificity, which need not be mutually exclusive. These levels
may represent 1) general, system-level activation in the speech motor system, or 2)
specific, feature-level activation in the speech motor system. Notably, although there was
a somatotopic difference in the amount of activation in the distorted condition, activation
was significantly increased for both lip- and tongue-based distorted sounds. This could
indicate that when listening is challenged, there is both a general increase in motor
activity in response to speech globally, which is further enhanced specifically for speech
sounds that match somatotopically. Activation may operate at this level of specificity as a
function of listening difficulty, when feature-level motoric information may confer a
benefit on auditory signal decoding. Indeed, it would have been useful to ascertain if
motor activation to natural speech reflects a general, system-level increase in speech
motor activity relative to activity associated with a non-speech baseline, to assess if
meaningfulness, and the effort associated with deriving meaning from the signal,
modulates speech motor resonances. Control conditions employed in previous literature,
however, do suggest this to be the case (Murakami, Restle, & Ziemann, 2011), and
furthermore, Möttönen, Farmer and Watkins (Möttönen et al., 2010) have demonstrated
that motor activity increases when observing communicative hand signals after the
observer has learnt that such signals are meaningful.
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From a simulation account perspective, the findings of the present study clarify the
perceptual conditions that maximally engage motor simulation processes. Importantly,
however, we also present data that go beyond the observation of group effects, as we
highlight how the relationship between motor activation and perception may operate on
an individual level, complementing previously observed relationships between behaviour
and the speech motor system (Bartoli et al., 2015; D’Ausilio et al., 2014). Here, we found
that individuals were highly varied in their ability to identify distorted speech sounds and
that this corresponded to the level of activity in their speech motor system during speech
perception. Therefore, it was possible to demonstrate that individuals who were
particularly good at perceiving distorted speech also independently demonstrated greater
motor activation, relative to poor perceivers. This is consistent with the notion that
increased sensorimotor processing may improve speech perception (D’Ausilio et al.,
2012; Wilson and Knoblich, 2005). Crucially, the increase in motor activity from natural
to distorted speech perception was positively correlated with better identification
accuracy of distorted speech. This indicates that individuals who show greater motoric
sensitivity to differences in speech quality also demonstrate better perceptual processing
when listening is difficult.
However, we also found that this relationship was mediated by peripheral hearing
sensitivity. This was surprising given the normally hearing, young adult subject sample
used, and the suprathreshold presentation of speech stimuli. Direct correlations
established that this was largely driven by a positive relationship between PTA and MEP
facilitation during perception of distorted, relative to natural, speech. This indicates that
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listeners with less sensitive, but still normal, hearing show greater motor cortex activation
when listening is challenging, relative to individuals with better hearing. To our
knowledge, the present study is the first to relate motor activation to hearing sensitivity,
and suggests that recruitment of motor regions during speech perception may be related
not only to the distortion of the speech signal, but the peripheral hearing status of the
listener. Despite normal hearing, differences in audiometric configuration at the cochlea
are known to impact upon the latency and amplitude of the speech signal that is
propagated through the auditory system (Nuttall et al., 2015). Whilst the primary motor
cortex does not share anatomical connections with auditory cortex, primary motor
activity may be regulated by functional connectivity with auditory cortical regions,
wherein the quality of the received speech signal could moderate the extent of processing
recruited from non-auditory regions. In addition, it is also known that individual
differences in cognitive factors modulate motor activity; in an fMRI study (Szenkovits et
al., 2012), it was observed that listeners vary in the degree to which they recruit motor
regions as a function of short-term memory ability. Taken together, these findings may
indicate that both sensory and cognitive factors may modulate the relationship between
speech perception and the motor system.
The findings of the present study can be interpreted to support a complementary
involvement of the motor cortex during speech perception, particularly when perception
is challenging. This is in line with Wilson & Knoblich’s (Wilson and Knoblich, 2005)
simulation account, which posits that the motor system contributes to perception by
covertly imitating or simulating others’ actions during perception of the action, in order
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to aid understanding. Wilson and Knoblich hypothesise that covert imitation is part of a
perceptual emulation process through which implicit knowledge of motor gestures is used
as a model to follow another person’s actions (Wilson and Knoblich 2005). Emulation is
considered to be particularly useful when perception is challenging, as it assists in both
filling in missing information, and predicting the likely course of an ongoing action; the
outcomes of which are then fed back to the sensory systems involved in perception. Such
a predictive coding scheme for speech perception could be achieved if speech-related
activity in auditory areas leads to activation of articulatory motor regions for the purposes
of internal, motoric simulation, in a process automatized by Hebbian correlation learning
(Braitenberg and Pulvermüller, 1992). For example, auditory-motor co-activation may be
effected by the oscillatory activity of neuronal circuits distributed across inferior-frontal
and superior-temporal areas, which reach into articulatory motor cortex (Schomers et al.,
2014). Perceiving speech then triggers the automatic resonance of these circuits;
however, the extent of the oscillatory activity may be modulated by the relative clarity of
the speech signal received by auditory cortex. When speech is clear and comprehensible,
prediction of the upcoming speech signal can be successfully constrained by the acoustic
patterns that match what has already been comprehended. When speech is distorted, the
acoustic patterns stored in auditory cortex cannot successfully constrain the possible
perceptual options. As such, there is increased signaling to and from M1 to auditory
areas, in order to limit the potential interpretations of the degraded auditory input using
simulated knowledge of articulatory plans. As a result, activity in cortical representations
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of speech muscles is increased, observable as heightened muscle potentiation or greater
MEPs.
This possibility is also in line with the Perception-for-Action-Control Theory
(PACT), proposed by Schwartz and colleagues (Schwartz et al 2012), which states that
speech units are shaped by a double set of articulatory and sensory (audiovisual)
constraints, and are characterised by both a motor and a perceptual coherence. Indeed,
findings from the present study support the possibility that the motor system is most
strongly active when listening is difficult, at which point motor information can enhance
specification of possible auditory and visual trajectories and enhance speech scene
analysis (Schwartz et al 2012). This proposal concurs with the central principle of Wilson
and Knoblich’s (Wilson and Knoblich 2005) motor simulation account, whereby motor
information can assist action understanding when sensory information is ambiguous.
How auditory and motor areas accomplish this process remains unclear, but the
communication pathway(s) involved most likely implicates the arcuate fasciculus, whose
reciprocal connections link temporal auditory and frontal articulatory areas.
Concurrently, Murakami and colleagues (Murakami et al., 2015) report that M1
excitability during speech perception was reduced by suppression of activity in the
posterior superior temporal sulcus, the sylvian parieto-temporal region, and by the
combined suppression of pars opercularis of the inferior frontal gyrus and dorsal
premotor cortex (PMC): individual suppression of these areas alone did not result in
suppression of MEPs. Consistent with this possibility, M1 excitability is thought to be
modulated by cortico-cortical inputs from ventral PMC during action observation
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(Shimazu et al. 2004) and object perception (Cattaneo et al., 2005). Watkins and Paus
(Watkins and Paus, 2004) also found that increased blood flow in ventral PMC (Broca's
area) correlated with motor excitability during speech perception in a combined positron
emission tomography (PET) and TMS study.
Indeed, research in monkeys has shown that neurons in PMC modulate their firing
frequency in relation to motor tasks that require a visual cue, and that firing occurs in
PMC at the appearance of the cue well before M1 acts on the cue (Godschalk et al., 1985;
Halsband and Passingham, 1985), with similar findings in humans (Cattaneo et al., 2005).
If PMC is similarly modulated by auditory information, during speech perception PMC
may initiate articulatory motor resonances in readiness of the need for an overt speechmotor response to be executed by M1. This initiation or preparation of action may also be
operational under challenging listening conditions, to facilitate covert speech-motor
simulation. As such, PMC, likely in concert with pars opercularis of the inferior frontal
gyrus, may be at the origin of action simulation, with motor resonances initiated by PMC
bringing M1 neurons closer to threshold, resulting in greater neural recruitment for MEPs
elicited during perception of distorted speech. Alternatively, we cannot rule out the
possibility that TMS to M1 affects M1 inputs into PMC, and resultant changes in corticocortical, or cortico-subcortical PMC inputs affects the elicited MEPs. Relatedly, Sato and
colleagues (Sato et al., 2009) replicated the PMC TMS study by Meister and colleagues
(Meister et al., 2007) using stimuli in quiet only, and found that contrary to Meister’s
findings, TMS to PMC had little effect on speech perception, and suggested that
premotor areas are critical to perceive speech in difficult listening conditions only.
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Further work is required to elucidate the connections between these speech motor areas,
the listening conditions that modulate them, and the physiological bases of motor
simulation processes during speech perception.
Finally, it should be noted that the results of the current study are limited to prelexical speech perception, as well as to only motor-based speech distortion. The extent to
which these findings generalize to perception of more complex speech stimuli, or speech
which is degraded via another means, such as background noise, must be determined to
better understand the role of the motor system in speech processing. However, previous
work on post-lexical speech has demonstrated increased speech motor activity during
auditory perception of connected sentences when compared to the level of speech motor
activity during perception of eye and brow movements (Watkins et al., 2003), suggesting
that the articulatory motor system may also play a role in post-lexical speech processing.
Furthermore, Murakami and colleagues (2011) developed this paradigm by adding
background noise and observed motor facilitation for speech in noise, but notably no
study has contrasted if and how the type of distortion in the speech signal modulates lip
MEPs. However, it is worth acknowledging that the natural speech condition employed in
this study was not completely noise-free; due to the online nature of the TMS protocol,
perception of both natural and distorted stimulus types was accompanied by the sound of
the TMS pulse being discharged. This may have potentially resulted in a small degree of
partial simultaneous masking during perception of the speech stimuli. However,
unpublished data from our lab suggests that the sound generated by the TMS pulse at
100% stimulation intensity is at least 15 dB SPL less intense than the level of speech
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presentation used in the present study. Given that we applied TMS at around half of that
intensity, it is likely that the sound of the TMS pulse was approximately 30 dB less intense
than the speech stimuli.

In conclusion, the present study tested the dissociable predictions made by two
different accounts of motor simulation. Lip MEP data were found to be highly consistent
with predictions made by Wilson & Knoblich (Wilson and Knoblich, 2005), who assert
that motor activity increases when perception is challenging. This study thus provides
direct neurophysiological evidence of a role of motor cortex when speech is hard to
comprehend due to a speech-internal distortion, and corroborates the notion that systems
for speech perception and speech production are intricately interlinked.
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